AUDIT SERVICES

Valencia IIP: our name and our focus is Information & Infrastructure Protection. What makes us different is our holistic, integrated perspective.

Your organization uses audits to provide assurance on their program and operations. Privacy and Security are important components of your IT audits.

Valencia IIP works with audit executives and professionals to provide subject matter experts and outsourcing for your audit requirements. Our team has applied experience in formal audit methodologies. We are skilled at communicating complex privacy and security issues in plain English for a broad audience.

**We have developed active testing techniques unique to the fields of privacy and security to provide high assurance insight for your privacy or security audits.** Valencia IIP can:

- Co-source, outsource, and act as subject matter experts for internal and external audits
- Develop audit programs and plans
- Conduct active testing in support of security audits
- Conduct field work and audit assessments